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11.- The President’s Address : The Progress and Present 
State of our Kmowledge of the Acari. 

By A. D. MICHILEL, F.L.S. 
(Read 17th January, 1894.) 

THE typical idea of a Presidential Address is probably a review and 
summary of the work done by the Society to which it is addrcssed 
during the year at  the close of which the Address is delivered ; and, 
if that Society be one having scientific objects, of the progress of 
science in the particular branch which the Society endeavours to 
promote during the same period ; but if it be, or ever were, the rule 
to adhere strictly to that type, it is certainly now-a-days more 
honoured in the breach than in the observance. When a science or 
an instrument is young discoveries and improvements come thick and 
fast, if there be even a small number of earnest and able workers ; but 
when it attains what may be called its maturity they are far from 
being so abundant, and a larger number of equally gifted students 
generally produce far less striking and showy results, even though 
they may be provided with better means of investigation and con- 
struction. Our favourite instrument, the improvement of which must 
be considered the primary object of this Society, has been brought to 
a high state of excellence during the existence of the Society, and 
greatly by means of ii% action. Late years have seen very important 
steps towards its present efficiency, but, possibly from the very mag- 
nitude of those steps themselves, further advances are necessarily few 
in number and less important ; yet it is by the slow accretion of these 
smaller contributions that something more or less resembling perfec- 
tion, using that word in the sense of the best that it is possible to do, 
is ultimately attained. During the past year the improvements have 
been of this nature, and, however valuable they may prove to those 
who use the Microscope, they would not form very attractive matter 
for a Presidential Address ; particularly as you are all probably quite 
as well acquainted with them as I am. There is one point, however, 
which has forced itself upon my notice of late, and to which it may 
PoBsibly be worth calling your attention ; not altogether on account of 
the steps that have been made in that direction, although these are 
not to be despised, but rather on m u n t  of the steps which have not 
been made, and which we may hope to make in the future. Great 
attention has lately been paid to the optical part of the Microscope, 
with eminently successful results ; but when one has a fine optical 
arrangement one wants to utilize i t  in a convenient manner, and 
Diatomaceaa and Bacteria are not the only things which many of us 
wish to see. The improvements in apparatus and technique for micro- 
sco i d  research have fully kept pace with those in the instrument, 
an( P in nothing are they greater than in the microtome. The introduc- 
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tion of mechanical means of cutting thin serial sections has so facili- 
hted many branches of biological research that the process has been 
almost universally adopted, and anatomists and embryologists are 
inclined to ask themselves how they ever got on at all without serial 
sections. From the inconvenience of having the series on several 
slides one wants to fill a slide almost from end to end, and thus, 
although an inch movement of a mechanical stage is sufficient in a 
direction transverse to the slide, yet practically at least 24 inches are 
required in the direction of the length of the slide; although this 
may be roughly accomplished by merely slipping the slide along with 
the finger, yet this is an unsatisfactory process, as it is difficult to 
take the finger off without the slide altering a little, both as to 
position and focus, while non-mechanical stages are infinitely worse. 
Constructing an elaborate organ from a series of sections is a process 
requiring the most earnest attention, and stage difficulties in the way 
are a serious hindrance ; moreover, just when one is following the 
series most attentively the stage is apt to come against the sub-stage 
condenser and upset the illumination entirely. What is wanted is a 
smooth and fine working mechanical stage, with rectangular move- 
ments of 24 inches by 1 inch, which has sufficient rigidity, will 
act as a finder, and which will not hit against the sub-stage con- 
denser. It is well worth an effort to attain this difficult but most 
desirable end. 

If we turn to what may be considered the other branch of activity 
of this Society, namely the work done by means of the Microscope, 
we at once find ourselves in the ocean. The time is past when the 
use of that inshment  was practically confined to a limited number of 
experts; today it is the great working tool in the hands of almost 
every student of biology ; the anatomist, the embryologisb, the patho- 
logist, the botanist, the mineralogist, and many others use it alike ; 
and to review or summarize the work done with the Microscope would 
be as hopeless a task as to review that done with the pen or the knife. 
It was doubtless these considerations that caused one of your late 
Presidents to observe that in the future Presidents would be more and 
more forced to draw the subject-matter of their Addresses from those 
branches of science to which they respectively had paid special atten- 
tion. This has proved tu  be correct ; probably it is not altogether a 
disadvantage, for although it is reported that men who are really 
orators speak best when they have not anything whatever to talk 
about, yet plain men who are not orators are usually best worth 
listening to when they speak upon some subject with which they are 
well acquainted. Therefore you will probably anticipate that I shall 
address you upon that group of living creatures to which I have chie0y 
devoted my attention, namely the Acari ; and I have thought that it 
might perhaps be interesting to you if I shortly brought to your 
notice the progress that has been made in the study of these minute 
beiigs, not merely during the past year, but since Linnaeus first 
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founded the genus Acarus, and to the present state of our knowledge 
on the subject ; not going more than I can avoid into the dry details of 
classification, but rather illustrating it by such of the more striking 
examples and incidents in life-histories aa I may hope that you may be 
able to listen to without weariness. The genus Acarus was, as I 
said, originated by Linnaeue, but the word was not; it is far older. 
It is found in Aristotle in its Greek form, and was probably originated 
by him ; it is derived from &uaprjq, uncuttable. The name was not 
by any means a bad idea on Aristotle’s part ; the wonder is, not that 
he thought them uncuttable, but that he ever saw them at all ; but 
naturally, in spite of his marvellous ability, such things as Cambridge 
rocking microtomes were not dreamt of in Aristotle’s philosophy, and 
I now hold in my hand a set of over 120 serial sections cut from B 
far smaller ‘‘ uncuttable ” than Aristotle can ever have seen. 

When one has a word the next thing one desires to know is what 
it means, and therefore a clear definition of what an Acarus is is 
requisite, but it is far from easy to obtain. If we omit those few 
puzzling forms of life which m u r  on the borderland of almost every 
group, probably no acarologist when he looks at  a living creature has 
the least difficulty in saying whether it is an Acarus or not; but if 
he comes to give his reasons and formulate an accurately worded 
definition it is a very different matter. If we refer to any of the text- 
books of zoology we shall find one leading idea. Claus (English 
translation) defines the Acarina as ‘‘ Arachnida with stout body, the 
abdomen unsegmented and fused with the thorax, &c. ;” Lang, one 
of the latest, as “Abdomen fused with cephalothorax, body unseg- 
mented.” I n  every one the want of segmentation, and especially the 
fusing of the abdomen with the cephalothorax, is the important part 
of the description ; this sounds very clear, but unfortunately, when 
one becomes well acquainted with the group, it dawns upon one that 
the unsegmented condition must be taken in 8 limited sense. It is 
undoubtedly true of the greater number of species ; but it has of late 
years been pointed out by Eramer and others that certain Acari, par- 
ticularly when in an immature condition, do show very decided signs 
of segmentation of the abdomen. It may be, and is, said with perfect 
truth, that the mere transverse ringing’of the cuticle is sot a proof of 
segmentation, but when each ring has its own set of muscles it 
becomes suspiciously like it. The other and principal distinction, the 
fusing of the cephalothorax and abdomen, is perfectly correct if such 
creatures as some of the freshwater Mites (Hydrachnids) or the Itch 
Mites (Sarcoptids) be the examples taken ; but if, on the contrary, we 
look at the great families of the Tyroglyphidae (Cheese-Mites), the 
Trombidiidae, the Oribatidae, the Phytoptids, and many others, the 
distinction between cephalothorax and abdomen appears sufficiently 
plain. Take such a species aa Tyroglyphus corticalis, described by 
me in the Journal of this Society ; it hardly seems possible to deny 
that there ia a plain distinction between cephalothorax and abdomen, 
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and the whole arrangement of the internal organs and of the muscu- 
lature seems to favour that view. If we turn to the writings of the 
specialists in acarology, we find that as a rule they shirk this difficult 
question, starting their classification from the base-point of Acarina, 
which group they presume to be sufficiently marked out by the 
general zoologist. Some, however, have not done this; but they, 
although they mostly do not wholly discard the fusion of cephalo- 
thorax and abdomen as a means of identifying tho mites, treat it in a 
very uncertain manner; and when they come to define the families 
they usually find themselves compelled to admit the existence of a 
separate abdomen. Take as an example the classification of Trouessart 
of Paris, which is the latest and, on the whole, the best : he makes 
the Mites a sub-class-Acaroidea-of which he says, c r  Abdomen 
broadly joined to the thorax and generally fused with it.” He  
divides his sub-class into two orders, which he calls Acarina and 
Vermiformia. The latter he defines as abdomen distinct from the 
cephalothorax ” ; the former, in his table, as (‘ abdomen anchylosed 
to, and fused with, the cephalothorax” ; but when he comes to 
his fuller description of this group he modifies this statement into 
“abdomen generally anchylosed to the cephalothorax and more or 
less fused with i t ;” and when he comes to define the Trombi- 
dieae, which are a portion of the group, he says, (‘ cephalothorax very 
distinct from the abdomen.’’ I might multiply instances almost to 
any extent. The fact seems to be that the proper definition of the 
Acarina (treating that word as including all the Mites) would be, 
“Abdomen fused with the cephalothorax, or united to it by almost 
the whole breadth”; but if that be adopted, what becomcsiof the book 
definitions of the difference between Acari and Phalangida ? A new 
means would probably ;have to be found of distinguishing them. 
Probably one great reason of the whole thing is that if a separate 
abdomen be admit,ted, then it must also be admitted that in such 
forms as Tyroglyphus corticalis and numerous others, if not in all the 
Acarina, the two hind pairs of legs are abdominal ; and this clashes 
with the ordinary book definitions of Arachnoidea as having a legless 
abdomen. Nature, however, will not always be bound by classifica- 
tions, and however unwilling some classifiers may be to admit that a 
portion of the body which bears well-developed legs can possibly be 
the abdomen in any of the Arachnida, it may be that it will prove to 
be so. 

Having endeavoured, then, to get more or less of an idea of what 
an Acarus is we will return for a moment to the single Linnaan 
genus of that name. Now a Linnaean genus has a great sacredness in 
the eyes of many excellent zoologists and its preservation becomes a 
point of honour ; accordingly a great struggle has been made to retain 
the genus Acarus ; but unfortunately its advocates have not been by 
any means agreed as to what creatures should be favoured with this 
time-honoured name. The late Francis Pascoe was a great advocate 
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for the retention of Linnrean genera, and in his ’ Zoological Classifi- 
cation ’ he gives Acarus as equivalent to Tyroglyphus, thus taking 
the common Cheese-Mite as the type. Probably it has most frequently 
been considered so, because it is very well known ; unfortunately it 
has an equally well-known rival in the Itch-Mite, which many other 
writers took as the type, besides other competitors ; and thus hopeless 
confusion arose. The fact is that the simple circumstance, that the 
knowledge of this particular group of creatures had made 80 little 
progress in Linnsus’ day that he was forced to include all in one 
genus, is not a sufficient reason for endeavouring to keep up a type 
genus of Acarina when we do not attempt it, in the case of Insects, 
Crustaceans, or other similar divisions; and accordingly no trace of 
the genus Aearus will be found in the classifications of modern 
specialists; the genus has expanded into an order or class, and its 
identity as a, genus has been merged, just a s  a supposed species 
which is €ound to include several forms is lost when its specific name 
is expanded into a generic one. If, however, the genus be lost it is 
naturally different with the Linnean species, they are carefully pre- 
served ; but it is well to understand what a Linnaean species means in 
such creatures as the Acari. The botanist, if in doubt as to what was 
the exact plant to which the Linnzan name was given, can usually 
refer to that naturalist’s own Eortus siccus in the possession of the 
Linnean Society, and examine the plant itself, and, unless the speci- 
men has been injudiciously interpolated at a later period, Linnaeus’ 
well-known handwriting will be €ound on the mounting-paper. The 
students of many of the departments of zoology are more or less in 
the same position, but no types have been preserved of such minute 
creatures as Acari ; indeed so entirely has their small size hindered 
the retention of types, until quite lately, that although Nicolet’s 
‘ Oribatidae of the neighbourhood of Paris,’ published in 1855, was 
written for and appeared in the ‘Archives du Museum $Histoire 
Naturelle’ of that city, not a single type of any of his species was pre- 
served either in that museum or elsewhere, and when I wrote my 
book on the Oribatidte, I was not able to obtain a sight of one of 
Nicolet’s specimens. Thus for the Linnean species we have to rely 
upon his descriptions, but when we refer to them it is quite impos- 
sible to identify Acari by them. I will take an example. There is 
an Acarid probably known to most of you called Gamasus crassipes, 
it is a Linnaean species ; but the Linnaean description would apply 
equally well to any one of dozens of species of Gamasidte, or to any 
one of hundreds of other species belonging to totally different families. 
Schrank’s description in 1781 might possibly identify the family, but 
Hermann’s in 1804 is the first which would give any chance of iden- 
tifying the species. Thus a Linnean species of Acarus really means 
what the first writer who gave a description or figure from which 
identification is possible supposed to be the 1.innaean species. 

Now let us look at what, under the influence of modern invest,iga- 
. 
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tion the single Linnaan genus of B few species has expanded into. 
Professor Canestrini of the University of Padua, a well-known and 
able zoologist, and a specialist in Acarology, in his classification which 
was the last before Trouessart’s, contends that the differences between 
the Acari and the other Arachnida are too great to allow both to be 
included in one class, and he proposes raising them to a separate 
class, which he divides into six orders and thirty-five families. He 
was not, however, the first to regard them as a separate class, Haller 
and Oudemans had previously suggested the same thing. The prin- 
cipal reasons which impressed these respective writers were that 
Acari in the course of their life-histories mostly undergo transforma- 
tions which have not any parallel in other Arachnida ; that many of 
them pass through what Claparkde called the ‘( Deutovum ” stage, 
wherein the hard external chorion of the egg splits longitudinally 
into two boat-shaped halves, which separate, allowing the lining 
membrane to be ome the exterior casing, and thns considerable increase 
in the size of t ’fi e maturing egg is permitted; that some of their 
life-histories include the curious Hypopal stage unknown in other 
creatures ; and certain embryological reasons ; besides, possibly, the 
difficulties above alluded to. Trouessart felt, I think rightly, that 
the Acari were too closely allied to other Arachnida to be excluded 
from the class ; but yet he thought that the d8erence between them 
and the other orders of that class was greater than that of those 
orders from each other, and therefore he treats them as a subclass ; 
he makes 10 families, 24 sub-families, and 212 genera ; this is what 
Linnaeus’s single genus has come to ; yet Trouessart rejects numerous 
genera of other authors, and new genera are springing up every 
mont,h, although the Acari of the greater part of the World, with the 
exception of the Ticks, are still almost entirely unknown. 

Before referring to any points of interest confined to particular 
families, I will mention what seem to me to be one or two affecting 
the whole order (or sub-class in Trouessart’s view). A picture was 
lately shown at one of our exhibitions entitled “ Eyes and No Epa ; ” 
now this just expresses one of my supposed interesting points. If we 
take an Erythrzus or a Badla we shall find it provided with at 
least one pair of well-developed and conspicuous eyes. Both are very 
active predatory creatures, and you will probably say that the posses- 
sion of eyes is what would be expected. How could they possibly 
catch their prey without ? But most GamasidEe and many Cheyletidze 
are equally active and equally predatory, but they are entirely devoid 
of anything which we can recognize as an organ of vision ; yet they 
catch such agile things as Thysanurida in the open, without con- 
structing any web or trap. How do they do i t ?  That appears a 
mystery. A rather good and amusing example of this difficulty 
recently came under my notice. I have of late years paid a good 
deal of attention to the GamasidE, chiefly in respect to their habits 
and anatomy. I collected one or two Holotaspis belonging to a 
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large species and also some smaller Gamaaida and placed them in a 
cell together. I used to feed them with small insects or parts of 
insects. When there were plenty of insects, 90 that each Gamasid 
could, so to speak, feed at a separate table, all was well ; but when a 
single small insect was given the Holotaspis did not at all approve of 
the smaller Gamaaids sharing his meal and used to drive them away, 
and the small ones could be seen waiting round and watching like a 
set of little hungry jackals until the Holotaspis had finished and gone 
away, when they rushed in and demolished the scraps. Now how 
did the blind Holotaspis know that the smaller Gamasids were there, 
and how did the lesser fry know when the Holotaspis had hished 
and departed ? Is it smell? I can hardly think so. How could 
smell enable them to catch Thysanuridae ? Is it the tactile sense ? 
We know that eyeless Infusoria swim about by hundreds in 8 small 
quantity of water and do not collide : we can conceive that each may 
make some current in the water which may affect the tactile sense of 
its neighbours, and warn them to keep out of the way ; but how 
shall we understand this in the case of Acari standing in air ? Or do 
they see in some way unknown to us ? Or, finally, have they some 
sense which we do not possess or comprehend? It is said that it is 
im ssible for a man really to comprehend a sense which he him- 
sel !O does not possess. I think I remember a statement in one of the 
books of the writer who assumed the nom de plume of “The Old 
Shikaxi,” to the effect that an Italian guide’s warning of “Non B 
possibile, signore” had sent him over some crazy bridge south of 
the Alps ; and it may be that even the sixth sense impossibility will 
be overcome some day. 

The parasitism of Acari is also curious and interesting, because it 
is of so many sorts. Most people think that almost all Acari are 
parasitic; this is an entire mistake; by far the greater number are 
not anything of the kind. But amongst those that are we find almost 
every sort of parasitism, including some sorts rare or unknown among 
other crwturw ; we have temporary parasites and permanent para- 
sites, parasites during youth only as in the Hydrachnidae, arasites at 
all ages such as Demodex; parasites which derive t i eir whole 
nourishment from the host, and if let alone will eventually kill it, 
such as Xarcoptes and the Cytolichzcs found on the serous membranes 
of the common fowl ; parasites that have their food provided by the 
host, but in a way that is beneficial to the host itself, such as the 
Analgesinse which serve to keep the feathers of birds clean without 
injuring them. We have mutualists, commensalists ; parasites such 
as the Hypopi, about which I shall have something more to say, 
which only get up to have a ride, and use their host 85 we use a cab 
or an omnibus, and no more eat the host than we eat the cab; 
parasites such as the Uropoda vegetans of de Geer, which also seek 
conveyance only and attach themselves by the matter paaing from 
the anus generally to the legs of ground beetles, so that when the 
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beetle grubs up anything they are in a favourable position for taking 
advantage of it ; and endless other varieties. But perhaps one of the 
oddest sorts of parasitism was pointed out by Mkgnin of Vincennes. 
If you examine the skin of a freshly killed old rabbit, you will probably 
find plenty of a strange and comical-looking truly parasitic Acarid, 
the male of which strikes one at first rather as if it had put[on a 
microscopic Ethiopian serenader’s long-tailed coat ; this gentleman is 
Listrophorm gibus. Many Acari which live on mammals have 
singular apparatus for holding on to their hairs. The Myobia of the 
mouse and bat has a short stumpy front leg, quite different from its 
other legs, terminated by a great curved and flattened claw which 
curls round a hair and presses it against a chitinous peg on the 
tarsus, so that it is held between the two as in a vice. The Hypopi of 
the Dermacarus sciminus of Haller, a parasite of the squirrel, and 
of the somewhat similar parasite of the mole, have a longitudinal groove 
on their ventral surface in which a hair lies, and movable chitinous 
lates which close above the hair and press it down into the groove. 

!kut Listrophorus is the oddest of all, for it has the under-lip expanded 
on each side into a flexible chitinous plate which curls round the hair 
and holds on very tightly, so that the rabbit could not detach it. But 
in spite of this the Listrophoru~ does not remain in peace. You will 
probably also find among the hairs another Acarus, Cheyletus parasiti- 
vorax, which, like all other members of the genus, is a most ferocious 
creature. MQgnin wanted to study the Listrophorus and put twelve 
in a glass cell, but he accidentally also put in two of the Cheyletus, 
which is about the same size as the Listrophorus ; to his astonishment 
the two killed and sucked the twelve before his eyes in a very short 
space of time. Thus the Cheyletus lives permanently upon the rabbit, 
not to eat him or do him any harm, but to use his fur as a hunting- 
ground wherein to chase creatures that really do injure the host. 

Now let me treat of a few matters affecting particular families 
only. I will not tire you by going through all, nor by attempting 
any systematic treatment, but will confine myself to the development 
of a few points in some of the leading families. One of the lowest of 
these great groups is the Sarcoptidae, which by common consent is 
divided into at least two sections,-the Sarcoptinae or Itch-Mites, and 
the Analgesinae or Bird’s Feather Parasites. The former are minute 
creatures degraded by parasitism, and by no means rich in number of 
species; but if you want to attract public attention, probably the 
best way is to make yourself eminently disagreeable to everybody. 
BQranger once wrote that ‘‘ Love wm not like fear for paying,” and 
accordingly more attention and literature has probably been devoted 
to the Itch-Mite than to the whole of the rest of the Acarina put 
together. In Furstenberg’s magnificent work on these creatures, 
published in 1861, no less than 172 folio pages are devoted to a 
summary of the previous literature, a8 against 50 pages of original 
matter. 297 books and papers on the subject are enumerated in his 
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list, and they have been rapidly increasing in number ever since his 
time. This book of Furstenberg’s contains a good example of how 
even industrious and careful men may be led away by their fancies. 
I n  every one of the really splendid illustrations the mites are clearly 
depicted as possessed of two pairs of chelate mandibles, a thing not 
really found in any one of them or in any other known Acarid. The 
different Itch-Mites have been described not only from man and all 
his ordinary domestic quadrupeds, but also from the dromedary, llama, 
wombat, fox, wolf, capybara, lion, hyaena, &c. Scraping hyaenas may 
not at first sight appear to be a pleasant occupation, but probably the 
investigations were conducted on dead specimens. 

Closely allied to the Itch-Mites are the harmless Bird-Parasites, 
the Analgesine, familiar to all of you from the preparations of the late 
Mr. Cocken. It is a sub-family containing an immense number of 
species, which have been enormously added to by the researches of 
Dr. Trouessart among the bird-skins in the Paris and other museums. 
These creatures, particularly the males, often have very eccentric 
forms, but there is not amongst them perhaps anything stranger than 
Freyana heteropus, a parasite of the cormorant, which was originally 
made known in a paper read to this Society in 1881. Probably the 
male of this species and that of the equally curious Freyana caput- 
meduszz, subsequently discovered by Trouesmrt on the gannet, are the 
only instances in the whole family of my departure from strict 
bilaternl symmetry ; but in this Acarid the second leg on one side is 
very greatly enlarged, being much longer than its fellow on the 
opposite side; not only is this so, but the enlarged leg is supported 
by a much stronger and quite differently arranged sternal skeleton 
from that of the other half of the body. Three years after my paper, 
Trouessart, who had accidentally missed it, published a description 
of the same species, supposing it to be new ; some time afterwards i t  
was remarked that whereas in my drawing the left leg was the enlarged 
one, in Touessart’s it was the right; and then arose the question 
which was in error; it turned out that neither was; my specimens 
had the left leg enlarged and the left side of the body with the 
strongly arranged skeleton ; Trouessart’s had the right leg enlarged 
and the right side with the interlocked skeleton, and it now appears 
that not only are these two forms about equally common, but also it 
sometimes happens that one leg of tbe first pair, or more rarely, the 
first and second leg on one side is enlarged, and the sternal skeleton 
varies accordingly. The office of the enlarged leg is to hold the female. 

The great group of the Tyroglyphidae or Cheese-Mites is by many 
authors included in the Earcoptide; I cannot myself agree in thiu, 
they seem to be too different for such an arrangement ; but they are 
undoubtedly allied families. Although it has such a homely type as 
the common Cheese-Mite, this family includes many of the most 
beautiful forms in the whole of the Acarira. But perhaps the most 
striking point in connection with it is that it is here that the curious 
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Hypopal stage before referred to occum. A short history of the 
investigations into the nature of this stage i 3  not a bad illustration of 
the gradual progress of knowledge of the Acarina. In 1735 de Geer 
noticed on the house-fly a tiny red mite with an oval body, having a 
polished chitinous carapace, and having instead of an ordinary mouth 
a minute tube apparently closed at the end but furnished with two 
sets. The two front pairs of legs were well developed, but the fourth 
pair ended in sets  instead of claws or suckers, in this resembling the 
Itch-Mites. It was taken as a species, and Linnaus called it Acarus 
muscarurn. Other writers added new allied species, until it came to 
DugPs, who in 1834 created the genus Hypopus for them. Other 
writers continued to add species, and Eoch in 1848 divided the genus, 
forming a new one, Homopus, to receive some of the creatures. Gervais 
next added a new species, which oddly enough he associated with 
Tyroglyphus, although apparently without any idea of the connection 
which has lately been ascertained to exist between them. Up to 1847 
no one doubted that these were adult creatures forming a separate 
group of Acari, but at this time Dujardin made a great advance; he 
expressed his opinion that they were all immature forms; he called 
attention to the numerous ventral suckers by which they attached 
themselves to other creatures, and to the absence, as he considered, of 
any mouth-organs and of any reproductive organs. He observed that 
certain Hypopi immediately before ecdysis contained within their skin, 
and completely filling it, an Acsrus very different from themselves and 
possessed of chelate mandibles and palpi ; he found them associated with 
Gamasids larger than themselves ; Gamasids had chelate mandibles 
and palpi ; the deduction w&s obvious, and Dujardin announced that 
Hypopus was an immature form of Gamasus. In 1861 Furstenberg 
found a number of Hypopi on the skin of a stuffed elephant; he re- 
verted to the old idea of their being special adult creatures ; with his 
accustomed minuteness he described their maxillae and the number of 
joints in their palpi ; he carried his measurements to the 1/10,000 of a 
millimetre. The only unfortunate part is that as these creatures do 
not possess maxillae or palpi there has been a little difficulty in under- 
standing what Furstenberg meant. Next Gerlach tried the subject ; 
he had been studying the Itch-Mites; the hind legs of Hypopus 
resembled those of Itch-Mites, and had not Furstenberg found them 
on the elephant? It was not at all surprising that Gerlach should 
proclaim them to be Itch-Mites. In 1868 Claparhde brought his 
genius and industry to bear upon the subject. He had been studying 
the life-history of Hoplophora, one of the Oribatids, which is soft and 
white when immature, but hard and brown when adult. Claparbde 
found a new species of Tyroglyphus, he kept it in confinement, 
breeding large numbers over a period of three years, but he never 
could detect a male ; he did not find any Gamasids amongst them, 
but he did find numbers of Hypopi, and he actually saw nymphs of 
the TyrogZyp;lZus, which greatly resemble the adult, cast the skin and 
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produce a Hypopus instead of an ordinary Tyroglyphus ; but Hypopus 
never contained any eggs. Again the deduction seemed clear, and 
Claparkde announced that Hypopus was the male of Tyroglyphus. 
But Robin and Fumose had found the Tyroglyphus as well as 
Claparde. Of course neither knew of the other’s study, but the 
French paper appeared just before the Swiss, and Bobin and Fumose 
had found the m&, which is very like the female. In 1873 MQgnin 
took up the study and came very near the truth indeed; he experi- 
mented on Tyroglyphus mycophagus and another species, both found 
in great numbers on mushrooms; he bred his creatures in cases, 
supplying them with pieces of fresh mushrooms from time to time ; 
he found that when the mushrooms and cages got dry the TyrogZyphi 
disappeared, but were replaced by swarms of Hypopi; when fresh 
moist mushroom was added the Hypopi were again replaced by 
Tyroglyphi. MQgnin concluded that when from the dryness of the 
atmosphere or other unfavourable circumstances the nymphs of Tyro- 
glyphus were unable to live, they had the power of turning into 
Hypopi, which could support drought, &c., and of thus passing the 
period until the conditions had again become favourable. I n  1876 
our countryman Andrew Murray contributed a suggestion. Dujardin 
had seen the creature with chelate mandibles inside the Hypopus, 
Claparbde and MQgnin had seen the Hypopus inside the other. 
Nurray suggested that what Dujardin supposed to be inside was 
really underneath and seen through, and that Hypopus was a ferocious 
creature which attacked other mites from below, ate its way in, and 
then devoured its host, leaving only the skin. The absence of mouth- 
organs in Hypopus did not seem to trouble Murray. Between 188.2 
and 1884, I myself conducted a series of experiments with a view to 
settling the question; it would take far too long to detail these 
experiments, but I found that Hypopus was undoubtedly a stage in 
the life-history of Tyroglyphus, and that every small fly and beetle 
which emerged from a hot-bed, where the conditions were particularly 
favourable to Tyroglyphus life, and where that creature swarmed, was 
laden a i th  Hypopi, and that in my cells the more favourable the 
conditions were the more Hypopi I got ; but that, undoubtedly, when 
desiccation commenced the Tyroglyphi died off rapidly, while the 
Hypopi continued to live for a considerable time. I came to the con- 
clusion that the Hypopal condition is a stage in the life-history of 
the nymph of Tyroglyphus, occupying the period between two 
ecdyses, generally the second and third, that it was not confined to 
either sex and did not occur in the life-history of every individual, 
but only of a moderate proportion, and that it was a provision of 
nature for ensuring the distribution of the species by enabling its 
members to cling to passing insects such as flies, bees, &c., and to 
support the exposure to sun and drought, which they would have to 
suffer before arriving a t  fresh favourable localities, and which would 
assuredly kill Tyroglyphidae in any other stage. This view is now, I 
think, generally accepted; and it is satisfactory to find that it has 
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quite lately been confirmd by Moniez, who has been studying 
Tyroglyphus mycopha,qus, MQgnin’s species, and has come to con- 
clusions absolutely identical with my own. There is a genus of 
Tyroglyphids, called Glyciphagus, closely allied to Tyroglyphus, and 
it seemed strange that there should not be an Hypopus-stage here 
also; but although MQgnin, and I, and others hunted among the 
millions of Glyciphagi which are found in favourable situations, we 
could not find the Hypopus. About 1885 it struck me that amongst 
the immense numbers of cast and dried-up skins of Glyciphagus 
spinipes and G. domesticus which one finds in old barns, &c., certain 
of them looked different from the others, having a more opaque 
cuticle and more apparent contents. I transferred these to my 
breeding-cells and found that they were not dead at  all, but that 
nearly adult nymphs emerged from them. I also observed that the 
case, as I called it, from which the nymph of G. spinipes emerged did 
not appear wholly empty ; I cut some open and found that each con- 
tained a cast skin resembling that of a Hypopus. I then dissected 
some of the cases a t  an earlier stage, and there I found a Hypopus in 
a somewhat imperfect state, alive and just able to crawl a little, but 
white and soft and unfit for exterior life. It seems, as far as I could 
trace it, that this Hypopus never emerged, but passed the whole stage 
inside the case, only the more adult nymph, which is formed within 
the Hypopus, emerging after the ecdysis. Thus the Hypopal stage 
appears to be dying out here, and in G. domesticus it seems to have 
become even more vestigial, for all that can be found is a proto- 
plasmic mass, the shape of a Hypopus it is true, but without legs or 
movement. NQgnin, who found something still more rudimentary, 
where all shape of a Hypopus is lost, thought that these cases might 
be blown about by the wind and the species thus distributed. 

From the Tyroglyphidae to the Gamasidae is a great jump, for, in 
spite of the absence of eyes before mentioned, the latter is one of the 
most highly organized of Acarine families ; but time is short, and I 
have been a good deal interested in them of late. Some years ago 
Sir John Lubbock sent me a very curious Gamasid, which he had 
found in one of his ants’ nests, that of Lasius javus .  Haller had 
previously found an equally strange but quite different Gamasid in 
the nests of Formica nigra. I had long wished to pursue this subject 
a little further, and in the spring of 1891, when I was staying in 
Corsica, and in the Tyrol near Innsbruck, I made a systematic hunt 
of ants’ nests, with the result that I found no less than nine species 
of Gamasids, all except one new to science, living in the ants’ nests 
searched on friendly terms with the ants. Each species of Gamasid 
associated with one or two species of ant only; so that, after a 
little experience, I got to know what species of Gamasid I was 
likely to find when I saw what the sort of ant was. The ants 
seemed to take some care of the Gamasids, and would sometimes 
wrry them off to a place of safety when the nest was disturbed. 
It was extremely difficult to find out what office the Gamasids per- 
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formed, but as far as I could ascertain, some of them ate the dead 
ants and helped to keep the place clean. It appears, however, that I 
was not the only pefson searching ants’ nests with the same object. 
About that time Wasmann, whose studies of the social Hymenoptera 
are well known, but who was not an acarologist, had, it appears, 
been for some time collecting Acari and Insects from ants) nests, and 
amongst other places had actually collected at. Innsbruck. He  had 
sent his collection to Prof. Moniez to work out, and nIoniez was doing 
so when my papers appeared. Wasmann had naturally found many of 
my species, but he had also found two or three others, and it was 
interesting to see that he had found the creatures under similar cir- 
cumstances to my own. Prof. Berlese had also been hunting ants’ 
nests, and here a still more curious circumstance occurred. One of 
my Corsican species which I had observed in the nest had a knack 
when disturbed of jumping up actively on to the broad flat head of 
the nearest ant, and Eitting there calmly while the ant carried it 
away, looking exactly as if it were riding it, and in fact doing YO; 
this rendered the Acari very difficult to catch, as although with a 
glass one could keep the Gamasid in view, yet it was extremely diffi- 
cult to follow the ant amongst hundreds of others. Froin this habit 
I called the creature Lslaps epuitam. Shortly after I had announced 
this habit, &c., but doubt.less before he knew of it, Berlese also 
described a Gamasid from ants’ nests, which had a similar habit, and 
he had the same idea as mine, and actually called it epuituns. Oddly 
enough the creatures, although both Gamasids, and in spite of the 
similar habitat and the similar habit, not known in any other species, 
are different creatures, and Berlese felt compelled to create a new 
genus for his. In  1892 and 1893 I continued these investiga- 
tions in Cornwall, and found other species inhabiting ants’ nests, 
most of which are still undescribed ; but again each species of Gamasid 
confined itself to a particular sort of ant, and this I have found when 
I revisited the place after a year’s interval. Amongst my Cornish 
s ecies collected last autumn is one grcat,ly resembling my Corsican 

I cannot say yet whether it is identical. It did not 
spring up upon the ants as far as I saw, but when I put it into a 
small saucer of water with other Awri, as I usually do in collecting 
or selecting Mites, instead of struggling together in a mass with their 
legs interlocked, as Acari generally do, this species sprang on to the 
other floating Acari, with the same jumping action I had seen in the 
Corsican nests, and sat quietly on their floating bodies. During my 
stay in Cornwall last aubumn I observed another case of associat,ion 
between an Acarus and another creature which seemed to me very 
interesting, and which I have not hitherto recorded ; I am not aware 
that it has hitherto been observed by any Acarologist. An ant is 
usually a short-tempered creature, and not one that other small living 
beings usually come near with impunity ; still it doee seem to en- 
courage a considerable number of other minute Arthropods, such as 
Aphidae, Beetles, Bsc., in its nest, and therefore it may not be very 

equitans. 
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startling to find Acari there. But if there be one creature more than 
another which we siippose to be always on the watch to devour its 
neighbours, and which we should think that Mites and small insects 
would avoid if they could, it  is probably a spider ; there is one called 
Amawrobius ferox, whose character does not belie its name ; it lives in 
a silken tube, which it spins for itself under large stones, with 0occu- 
lent threads round the mouth of the tube, which serve to catch its 
prey. I wanted some Bdelltt? (a subfamily of Trombidiids), but it 
was late in the season, and I could not find many. I, however, found 
a few scattered specimens under stones on the walls of the fields. 
One day to my surprise I saw two or three on a web of Arnaurobius 
ferox,  and thought they had been caught, but I shortly afterwards 
found another web with some more on. When I looked at them they 
certainly were not caught, but ran about quite at their ease. Finally 
I found that this was so common that when I wanted the Bdella! the 
best way of collecting them was to hunt for the webs of the spider. 
On these webs I found them of a!l ages and both sexes, often a great 
many on a single web. There were active ones and inert ones under- 
going ecdysis, but, aa far as I csuld see, the spider never touched any 
of them. If near the web when disturbed, they usually retreated to 
its shelter ; they ran about it quite easily, and seemed to me to regard 
it as a home. It is easy to see what benefit the Bdella gets 
from the association, provided it is not eaten ; it finds a home on the 
web, it probably is protected from its own enemies by the terror of 
t,he s ider, and Bdella is generally supposed to be predatory, and 

correct ; if so, it doubtless gets the benefit of very small flies caught 
in the web, which are beneath the notice of the spider. Rut what 
benefit the spider receives from the Bdella is, I confew, at  present 
entirely beyond my comprehension. The Bdelltt? were all of one 
species, which was found elsewhere, but far less commonly. 

One other matter which arose in my late investigations into the 
reproductive organs of the Gamasine I will mention, because you 
probably have not seen it in the Transactions of the Linnean Society, 
and it may interest you, although the whole investigation would be 
far too lengthy to give even a sketch of to-night. This point is the 
mode of' coition. The male genital opening of most of the Gamasine 
is immediately behind the rostrum, and is simply a hole, not provided 
with any erectile or extensible intromittent organ. The form of the 
parts would not allow of this aperture being applied to the female ; 
how, then, was fertilization effected ? On that point there wm not 
any reliable information. Gamasida: mostly have very long, ex- 
tremely extensible, chelate mandibles. Although those of the females 
show but little difference, yet in a large number of species the male 
mandible is entirely different, not only from the female mandible 
of its own species, but from the males of other species. The varia- 
tions are most strange and curious, the mandible being provided 
with great projecting pieces of bizarre and complicated forms, some 

thoug !l I cannot vouch for this, I should think that it is probably 
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rigid, some movable; and these mandibles form the best specific 
distinctions. It seemed probable that this strong sexual dimor- 
phism had some cause; but was it primary or secondary, did it 
subserve actual coition, or was it like the mane of the lion ? After 
obtaining all the anatomical information I could by dissection and 
sections, I endeavoured to watch the actual coition in specimens re- 
tained in confinement. It was a long time before I could find species 
which would copulate in confinement, but at last 1 found three or 
four species. Watching for occasions was wearisome work and when 
they occurred the position of the creatures was such that only partial 
knowledge could be obtained ; I therefore tried killing the. creatures 
instantaneously during the coitus by either boiling water or chloro- 
form ; in this way, by getting a series at various stages of the coitus, 
I was at last able to trace a process which seems to me little, if at all, 
less curious than that in spiders. The spermatozoa, when they leave 
the testis, are not free, but a number are enclosed within a sperm- 
mother-cell or spermatophore : immense accessory glands greatly in- 
crease the volume of the secretion, At the moment of coition a 
hollow flask-like sack is blown from the genital aperture just as a 
glass-blower blows a flask or a boy blows a soap-bubble ; this partially 
sets but remains elastic ; it is filled aa it forms by the rush of sperm- 
mother-cells and mucous secretion, which sets in the end of the flask 
next the genital aperture, closing the flask as with a stopper. If the 
creatures be killed at this time the flask is in the genital aperture of the 
male. The male now, in most species, applies its mandibles one on 
each side of the flask. Just behind the chela on each mandible there 
is a small brush of hairs, and to these the still sticky flask adheres 
firmly ; it is removed by the mandibles from the genital aperture of 
the male. If the creatures be killed at this stage, the flask will be 
found adhering to the two mandibles of the male ; it is now applied 
by the mandibles to the copulatory orifice of the female ; the elasticity 
of the flask and the pressure of the mandibles drive out the stopper, 
and if the creatures be killed now the empty flask will be found still 
adhering to the mandibles of the male, but the contents have paased 
into the female. The male if not killed may be seen cleaning the 
empty flask off its mandibles. I found an even more curious variation 
of this process in the case of Gamaszcs crassus; this species has an 
oval hole in the movable arm of the chela of each mandible, and 
instead of the two mandibles being applied to the already formed 
Bask one mandible is applied by the male to its genital aperture, and 
the Bask is blown right through the hole ; the flask swells out at both 
ends so that it cannot come out of the hole, and in this condition the 
single mandible, bearing the flask threaded through the hole, is 
plunged right into the vulva of the female. The drawing before you 
was made from a mandible which I cut out of the vulva in a c888 
where I had killed the creatures during coitus. I have mounted it ~ E I  
a microscopical preparation and it is still in my pornemion. 
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Finally, let us glance cursorily at the great question of phylogeny ; 
it can only be very cursorily, for time is short. Whence have the 
Acarina sprung? Many eminent biologists have lately been of 
opinion that they are degraded Arachnida ; this appears a very probable 
theory, but there seem to me to be certain difficulties in the way of its 
immediate acceptance. If the Acari were in course of degradation 
then we should expect, in accordance with Fritz Miiller’s well-known 
law that the ontogeny includes the phylogeny, that the larval forms 
would be more highly organized than the adults ; but the exact con- 
trary is the fact ; in every case where there is a difference the adult 
is the more highly organized. The Tyroglyphidae are about the 
lowest forms of free-living Acarina ; they have no tracheae or special 
breathing-organs of any sort ; the adult Oribatidae have unbranched 
tracheae in much the same condition as those of Peripatus, only that 
their number and the position of their stigmata is fixed ; but .the im- 
mature Oribatidae are entirely devoid of tracheae, so that Claparkde 
expressed it that they passed through a Tyroglyphus-stage. In  
fipharogyra the larval forms are entirely without tracheae and those 
organs exist only in the adult female; while in other Trombidiida 
both sexes have richly branched trachea. Adult Halicarids,fwhich 
inhabit shallow seas, i.e. the littoral zone, are said by Lohmann to 
show traces of tracheal folds near the mouth ; and examples might be 
multiplied. Again, the analogy to the Insecta has been pressed, and it 
has been suggested that the four pairs of legs represent the legs of 
an insect plus the absent labial palpi ; but almost all Acari in their 
first larval condition have three pairs of legs only, and how does this 
agree with the “ insects’ limbs ” theory ? The pair that developes after 
the first change of skin is the fourth pair. It is true that M’inkler 
announced the surprising discovery that in the early embryology of 
Gamasus four pairs of legs were developed, one of which atrophied 
before birth, to be again developed at the first larval ecdysis-a fact 
which, extraordinary as it is, is not entirely without a arallel in nature ; 

relationship to other Arachnida. I have indicated before the difficulty 
of finding a sufficiently clear distinction between Phalangiidae and 
Acarina ; if a puzzling intermediate form occurs in the Acarine border- 
land it is sure to be on the PhuZangium border. It seems to me 
that, as far as our present knowledge goes, Phalungium is the nearest 
form morphologically, but how that resemblance has been brought 
about is a different matter. Shall we ever be able really to decide 
these points? that is a question which it is beyond my power to 
answer; if it ever be done it will robably be when both this 

but as hr as it has my bearing it would speak equa 1p ly in favour of a 

somewhat rambling address and its aut f or have been long forgotten. 
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